
 QUESTION 1 

 

Remember to write down or remember the first letter of the correct answer to this 

question.  The 10 letters one from each poster make up 2 words) 

See website www.westpennineway.org  for full details of this competition. 

 

Pictures  are from local author’s new book Cracker Lends Santa a Helping Hoof  book can 

be bought directly from David Beesley by phoning on 01204 279971 or 07973 968291 

           

Where does Father Christmas live? 

 Greenland 

 Lapland 

 Iceland 



 QUESTION 2 

 

Remember to write down or remember the first letter of the correct answer to this 

question.  The 10 letters one from each poster make up 2 words) 

See website www.westpennineway.org  for full details of this competition. 

 

Pictures  are from local author’s new book Cracker Lends Santa a Helping Hoof  book can 

be bought directly from David Beesley by phoning on 01204 279971 or 07973 968291 

           

What did King Herod loose when he first heard about the 

birth of baby Jesus?    

   Crown 

   Sleep 

   Temper 



 QUESTION 3 

 

Remember to write down or remember the first letter of the correct answer to this 

question.  The 10 letters one from each poster make up 2 words) 

See website www.westpennineway.org  for full details of this competition. 

 

Pictures  are from local author’s new book Cracker Lends Santa a Helping Hoof  book can 

be bought directly from David Beesley by phoning on 01204 279971 or 07973 968291 

Which church service, held before Christmas uses an   

orange as a symbol of the world? 

  Watch Night 

  Christingle 

  Advent 



 QUESTION 4 

 

Remember to write down or remember the first letter of the correct answer to this 

question.  The 10 letters one from each poster make up 2 words) 

See website www.westpennineway.org  for full details of this competition. 

 

Pictures  are from local author’s new book Cracker Lends Santa a Helping Hoof  book can 

be bought directly from David Beesley by phoning on 01204 279971 or 07973 968291 

What did the three Wise Men follow to find baby Jesus? 

 Star 

 Trail 

 Map 



 QUESTION 5 

 

Remember to write down or remember the first letter of the correct answer to this 

question.  The 10 letters one from each poster make up 2 words) 

See website www.westpennineway.org  for full details of this competition. 

 

Pictures  are from local author’s new book Cracker Lends Santa a Helping Hoof  book can 

be bought directly from David Beesley by phoning on 01204 279971 or 07973 968291 

 Who told the shepherds about the birth of Jesus? 

 Inn Keeper 

 Wise Men 

 Angles 



 QUESTION 6 

 

Remember to write down or remember the first letter of the correct answer to this 

question.  The 10 letters one from each poster make up 2 words) 

See website www.westpennineway.org  for full details of this competition. 

 

Pictures  are from local author’s new book Cracker Lends Santa a Helping Hoof  book can 

be bought directly from David Beesley by phoning on 01204 279971 or 07973 968291 

What is the name given to the plays that children perform 

at Christmas? 

 Festivals 

 Nativities 

 Dramas 



 

QUESTION 7 

 

Remember to write down or remember the first letter of the correct answer to this 

question.  The 10 letters one from each poster make up 2 words) 

See website www.westpennineway.org  for full details of this competition. 

 

Pictures  are from local author’s new book Cracker Lends Santa a Helping Hoof  book can 

be bought directly from David Beesley by phoning on 01204 279971 or 07973 968291 

What did baby Jesus lie on in the manger? 

 Wool 

 Blankets 

 Straw 



 QUESTION 8 

 

Remember to write down or remember the first letter of the correct answer to this 

question.  The 10 letters one from each poster make up 2 words) 

See website www.westpennineway.org  for full details of this competition. 

 

Pictures  are from local author’s new book Cracker Lends Santa a Helping Hoof  book can 

be bought directly from David Beesley by phoning on 01204 279971 or 07973 968291 

           

What word is missing from the Christmas carol  

‘For unto ___ a child is born? 

 Bethlehem 

 Us  

 World 



 QUESTION 9 

 

Remember to write down or remember the first letter of the correct answer to this 

question.  The 10 letters one from each poster make up 2 words) 

See website www.westpennineway.org  for full details of this competition. 

 

Pictures  are from local author’s new book Cracker Lends Santa a Helping Hoof  book can 

be bought directly from David Beesley by phoning on 01204 279971 or 07973 968291 

What are the calendars called that contain chocolate at 

Christmas? 

 Advent  

 Michaelmas 

 Winter 

  



 QUESTION 10 

 

Remember to write down or remember the first letter of the correct answer to this 

question.  The 10 letters one from each poster make up 2 words) 

See website www.westpennineway.org  for full details of this competition. 

 

Pictures  are from local author’s new book Cracker Lends Santa a Helping Hoof  book can 

be bought directly from David Beesley by phoning on 01204 279971 or 07973 968291 

 Which Prince is said to have brought the first Christmas 

Tree into England? 

 Nicholas 

 Edward 

 Albert 


